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Abstract
Currently, online gaming is a severe threat to the forensic community, as criminals started
using it as a communication channel instead of the usual ones like WhatsApp or
Facebook. In this thesis, we described a methodology built up after conducting an indepth forensic analysis of the central artifacts of one of the most used video-games
nowadays. We considered as valuable artifacts the ones who are related to the chatting
feature of the game under study. Our research was developed by means of a network,
volatile and disk analysis of Counter Strike Nexon Zombies video-game, a game that runs
under Steam platform. We considered two well-stated cases of study which cover all the
game’s chat characteristics: chat inside and outside of the in-game rounds and the live
chat done through YouTube Live Streaming.
Although it was not part of the scope of this thesis, we found a vulnerability (session
hijacking) when analyzing the network, we reported to the developers as soon as it was
found and they allowed us to include how we did it in our thesis.
The methodology developed after the analysis of the network capture, live acquisition,
and post-mortem acquisition provides to the forensic community a complete guideline
that can be used when dealing with a real criminal case in which there is a video-game
involved with similar characteristics than this one.
This thesis is written in English and is 96 pages long, including 6 chapters, 57 figures and
5 tables.
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Annotatsioon
Hetke seisuga on internetimängud tõsiseks ohuks kohtuekspertiisilisele kogukonnale,
kuna kriminaalid on asunud kasutama internetimänge kommunikatsiooni vahendina, selle
asemel, et kasutada tavalisi vahendeid nagu WhatsApp või Facebook.
Selles lõputöös me kirjeldasime metoodikat, mis on üles ehitatud tänapäeval kõige
rohkem kasutatavatel vodeomängudel, kasutades põhjalikku kohtuekspertiisi. Me
pidasime väärtuslikeks esemeteks neid funktsioone, mis on seotud jututoa
funktsioonidega luubi all olevates mängudes.
Meie uuringud töötati välja Counter Strike Nexon Zombies videomängu võrgu, lenduva
ja ketasanalüüsi abil, võttes arvesse kahte hästi väljakujunenud õpikeskkonda, mis
katavad kõik mängu jututoa omadused: vestlus nii mängu sees kui ka väljaspool ja
YouTube Live'i kaudu tehtud otseülekanded.
Kuigi see ei olnud otseselt lõputöö väite üks osadest, me siiski leidsime haavatava koha
(seansi kaaperdamine) võrgustiku analüüsimise käigus, me raporteerisime selle
arendajatele ning nemad lubasid meil seda fakti kasutada lõputöös.
Metoodika arenes peale võrgustiku analüüsi, elenus omandamine, ja surmajärgne
omandamine, mis annab kohtuekspertiisi kogukonnale täieliku juhendi, mida saab
kasutada tõelise kriminaalasja puhul, milles on tegemist videomängudega.
Käesolev lõputöö on kirjutatud inglise keeles ja see on 96 lehekülge pikk, kaasates 6
peatükki, 57 joonist ja 5 tabelit.
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Table of abbreviations and terms
UNODC

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

PC

Personal Computer

OS

Operative System

CSNZ

Counter Strike Nexon Zombies

MFT

Master File Table

IM

Instant Message

RAM

Random Access Memory

PS

PlayStation

IMEI

International Mobile Station Equipment Entity

UID

Unique Identifier

NTFS

New Technology File System

ID

Identifier

CSRF

Cross-Site Request Forgery

RTMP

Real-Time Messaging Protocol
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1.

Introduction

Over the last years, the video-games industry is spreading to new markets and is reaching
new kind of players. Even though some people consider that video-game sector is
addressed mostly to teenagers or a specific group of people, the reality is apparently the
opposite.
Considering the 2017 video-game statistics shows that the average age of players is 35
years old [1]. Besides, the amount of money that video-games move along the last years
is incredibly vast, the 2016 revenues in China were $24,271,294,000 [1]; outstripping the
USA by almost a billion dollar [1]. As we mentioned, online gaming is expanding to new
sectors, a high percentage of gamers (54%) [1] play with others and find that video-games
are useful for communicating with their friends (53%) [1], thanks to the online chat
services that these games provide. Therefore, they are considered too as channels of
communication, similar to Facebook or WhatsApp. Moreover, when recreating crimes
scenes, the usage of video-games is recently an essential tool for forensic experts [2].
Therefore, online gaming is perceived currently not only as a way to enjoy the free time
while playing with your friends but also as a way of communication or with other
purposes rather than playing. Those purposes could be malicious.

1.1.

Motivation

Chat services offered by online video-games are nowadays becoming more and more
popular among criminals as they consider them as the safest methods to communicate
without being detected [3]. In 2015 after Paris terror attacks, security analysts investigated
new communication channels that those terrorists could use, and they stated that they
could have used PlayStation 4 as the way to exchange messages without being discovered,
as it allows “party chats” [3]. Party chats in online gaming are known as chats separated
from gameplay, which means that users do not have to play the game, in fact, to chat with
others. In June 2013, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) issued a
report reviewing cybercriminal’s methods for money laundering, and they stated that
online gaming was a key method for that [4]. Furthermore, one of the most significant
DDoS attacks of 2016, the Mirai botnet, was originated from a video-game called
Minecraft [5].
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Regarding devices for gaming, 56% of gamers prefer PCs rather than others [1], more
specifically Windows 7 is the OS with the highest number of desktop and laptop users
(Windows 7 has a 44.81% of market share against 28.19% of Windows 10) [6] [63]. The
games with a higher number of players reside under the Steam platform, which has a total
of 67 million monthly active players and controls between 50-70% of the gaming market
[7]. Furthermore, in online gaming, it is trendy nowadays to perform live streaming
gaming rounds, as they also allow users to chat and participate in the game. The most
demanded tools are YouTube Live Streaming and Twitch. According to, Peter Warman,
the CEO of Newzoo (research firm): “Online video is the biggest thing to hit the games
market since the launch of the iPhone in 2007” [8]. In the research made by this company
in 2016, it says that the number of worldwide gamers who watch online gaming content
regularly is 470 million and that YouTube is still dominant in this market [8].
This thesis focused on Counter Strike Nexon Zombies (CSNZ) video-game, a game
offered by Steam platform. The paid version of CSNZ, Counter Strike: Global Offensive,
has been already involved in a criminal case, a gambling scandal, as there was an illegal
betting market underneath, where a lot of teenagers participated [9]. Besides, it is the
second most played game with higher revenues [1] and it is played in Windows PCs.
CSNZ is set in a war environment; we think that it could be one of the perfect ways for
criminals to communicate as they can hide inside this atmosphere. Moreover, CSNZ has
two game modes, one of them is the mentioned war scenario (Zombie mode) and the other
one is a scenario similar to Minecraft (Studio mode), a three-dimensional game with the
goal of building entire worlds with pixelated blocks. In this kind of games, there are
different kind of servers which personalize the user-experience and create a big network,
which becomes really attractive to DDoS attackers, as we saw before (Mirai botnet [5]).
Additionally, CSNZ allows players to do YouTube Live Streaming while playing the
game, a contemplated feature in our thesis too.
Due to all of these facts, trying to obtain as much information as possible from this online
game results in a significant contribution to digital forensics community and make a
difference in the way forensic experts analyze a system when entering in a crime scene.
They pay particular attention to artifacts originated from widely used Social Networks
like Facebook [30], or Instant Messaging (IM) tools like Skype [29] or WhatsApp [25]
[26] [27]. However, as we have seen, online games, which have an enormous audience
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too, are offering this same channel of communication, which criminals can misuse.
Consequently, valuable information could be lost if it is not appropriately analyzed or it
is not taken into account. As we have seen, some criminal cases like money laundering
and DDoS attacks have the usage of video-games as the main factor, but our contribution
is focused on how to find artifacts related to the chatting features that online games
provide.
Some forensic studies analyze video-games, but they focus primarily on post-mortem
state analysis [41] and not in volatile or network traffic analysis.

1.2.

Scope

The main purpose of this thesis is to conduct a forensic examination of Counter Strike
Nexon Zombies (CSNZ) video-game installed in Windows 7 OS, utilizing different
artifacts extracted from the game that are valuable from a forensic point of view, centering
in the communication between players and excluding DDOS analysis or money
laundering.
The artifacts related with the user, network connections, game traces and time-stamps,
chat conversations and credentials are obtained from volatile memory, network traffic
and the disk image. The analysis of this game was performed considering two cases, they
were chosen based on the two game modes that this game provides (Zombie and Studio
modes) and that a potential user could use in order to communicate with others:
§

Case 1: two players inside Zombie mode (war scenario). One of them will send
an invitation to the game-room to the other player. The chat will be done before
entering the gameplay, inside the lobby. After that, both users will enter inside the
Zombie scenario and will chat again. While playing, users will use the chat
features that include text messages and voice audios.

§

Case 2: two players inside Studio mode (“mining” scenario) with a defined
password to enter into the game-room. One of them will perform a YouTube Live
streaming while playing the game. An external viewer from the streaming video
will chat with this player.

Therefore, the goal of my thesis can be defined as conforming a robust forensic analysis
of all the artifacts that can be extracted from Counter Strike Nexon Zombies online video18

game and that can be useful and relevant in a forensic case and when presenting the
information in court. The reason why we didn’t choose to analyze the paid version is that
the main difference is in the graphics quality, which is out of the scope of this study.
1.2.1. Contributions
The novelty of our study is that we performed a forensic analysis of one of the most used
online video-games nowadays, not only from a post-mortem state, presented in other
researches, but also an examination of volatile memory and network traffic. We found
chat conversations, passwords, user’s game information and time-stamps, as well as the
possibility to perform session cloning. Besides, we considered as one of the cases of study
the analysis of YouTube Live Streaming, which was not studied in previous academic
studies concerning online gaming, and resulted in finding the streamed video with the
chat conversation maintained between player and viewer. This will give to forensic
experts some guidelines to follow in case they face with this game installed in the
investigated system. There is a need to provide this kind of study to forensic community
as there are a lot of facts that show that online gaming is being used for more than playing
and having fun with friends so, if it is not considered, a way of communication between
criminals could be unnoticed by forensic experts.
The forensic procedure developed in this thesis can be transferred to the same category
of games and also to all the games that need Steam for log in, as this process is the same
for all the games offered by this platform. The steps performed for finding the information
can be generalized to online video-games with similar characteristics than the one we
studied.
1.2.2. Limitations
The most serious concern of this study is that some data stored in the system and from
the network was encrypted. However, we overcame this issue by finding relevant
information in volatile memory or configuration Windows system files that helped to
build a timeline for the case and usernames and passwords from the disk. Besides, we
were able to find some session IDs, after performing the network analysis, that were used
for doing session cloning and obtaining the user activity with respect to the game as well
as sensitive information.
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1.3.

Chapters Summary

The thesis consists of six major chapters:
§

Chapter 1 presents the motivation and scope of our research.

§

Chapter 2 provides a glimpse into the similar academic works as well as some
theoretical and technical background related to our study.

§

Chapter 3 explains the framework that we have followed to perform the forensic
examination, as well as the tools that we used and how we implemented our
forensic procedure.

§

Chapter 4 contains the methodology that we followed when doing the analysis,
explained step-by-step and that could be used by future forensic experts as a
guideline.

§

Chapter 5 shows the results of the forensic analysis performed in our research.

§

Chapter 6 defines our final conclusion and recommendations for future work.
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2.

Background information

This section contains a definition of some theoretical and technical concepts, in order to
make this research paper more comprehensive and to help to its correct understanding.
Furthermore, it gives an overview of similar academic studies which served as the basis
for our research and reinforces our methodology.

2.1.

Theoretical and technical background

Digital forensics involves the actions of acquiring and analyzing digital content
(information) that will be used as evidence in court of law [10].
2.1.1. Network forensics
Network forensics refers to capturing, recording and analyzing all the network traffic or
network events obtained in a forensic case [11]. According to Simson Garfinkel, network
forensics can be performed in two ways [12]:
§

“Catch-it-as-you-can”: capturing all the packets that passes through a certain
host or point and storing them for a later analysis. It usually requires considerable
amount of storage in an external device to save the data captured.

§

“Stop, look and listen”: analyzing each packet in memory. It usually requires
less amount of storage but faster processing resources.

As the video-game is played online and we performed a YouTube Live Streaming,
network forensics becomes an essential task, as valuable data is exchanged in the network,
like session IDs or the link to the video. Regarding the type of network forensics practice,
we chose the first one because in this way we did not miss any packet out of our analysis.
2.1.2. Post-mortem acquisition
It refers to acquiring the disk image of the system after shutting it down. With this kind
of acquisition, useful forensic data can be extracted, such as the device behavior, modified
assets and their associated timestamps [13].
There are two types of acquisition of the disk image:
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§

Logical acquisition: obtaining the logical structure of the system and its related
data. When doing logical acquisition, all the files from the system are copied but
there are some limitations, because not all data can be extracted [14].

§

Physical acquisition: obtaining the physical image of a hard disk is a bit-by-bit
copy of the system. Therefore, apart from the logical image, it gets all the data
from the device too, in other words, it gets located and unallocated space so there
are more possibilities to obtain deleted data [14]. The unallocated space refers to
the clusters of the disk where files are not stored, however they can contain deleted
information from the disk partition which was not removed physically from the
device yet [15].

Creating a duplicate copy of the disk by doing a physical post-mortem acquisition allowed
us to obtain all the information stored on the hard drive. Therefore, we were able to know
which information concerning the online game is stored locally in the system, such as the
user information related to the game.
2.1.3. Live acquisition
Live acquisition refers to capturing volatile memory from the system. The data stored in
memory won’t be available in a post-mortem acquisition. This data can be running
processes, event logs, registered services, network information or passwords [16].
As we mentioned previously, one of the limitations that we faced during our analysis is
the encryption of the data. Consequently, by doing a live acquisition of the memory, we
found relevant data for this study that could not be found when analyzing a post-mortem
copy of the device, like the chat conversations.
2.1.4. Windows forensics
Windows forensics is also important for the purpose of our thesis, as it is focused on
Windows PCs. Therefore, Windows forensics refers to creating an in-depth forensics
knowledge about Microsoft Windows operating systems [17]. Some of the interesting
artifacts that should be considered are:
§

Windows registry keys: According to Microsoft Documentation, “a hive is a
logical group of keys, subkeys, and values in the registry that has a set of
supporting files containing backups of its data” [18]. The standard hives are:
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-

NTUSER.DAT: it contains the activity of the user.

-

SAM: it contains information about user and group profiling.

-

SOFTWARE: it contains information about the system configuration and
devices connected.

-

SYSTEM: it contains information about the system configuration and
devices connected.

§

Shortcut: it is a connection that points to a file in the system [19] and that allows
the user to find it quickly and easily. In forensics, it can show the existence of a
file or program, even though, it was removed.

§

Prefetch: it pre-loads data into memory before it is required by an application. At
boots up, it loads portions of programs that are commonly run in the system [20].
It is also an indicator of run programs from a forensic point of view.

§

Jump Lists: it is a feature that shows all the pinned files. Besides, it also shows
the last visited files with respect to a software [10].

§

LogFile: it is a file that has a record of the events or software that was run in the
system [21].

§

MFT: short of Master File Table. It is an index where all the files in an NTFS
volume are stored. In forensics, it is relevant as it contains the file name, some file
attributes and pointers where those files are stored [22].

§

Thumbnails: reduced-size representation of a picture, video or page that it is used
to help in identifying a file by its contents. It is an option used in Windows
Explorer so that if we click on a thumbnail, that specific file will be opened [23].

§

Recent Files: it is a folder that contains links to the most recent accessed or
opened files by an user [10].

§

Web browsing information: website information can be stored in form of
cookies [10]. It is also important to consider the information about the Internet
user activity stored in the browsers such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome or
Firefox.

Considering all the information that can be obtained from Windows Forensics artifacts,
the analysis of them is an essential element in our thesis, as there are a lot of artifacts that
shows the user activity with respect to the game.
23

2.1.5. Data carving
Data carving is the process of collecting data from unallocated space using file signatures
that identify those files, known as magic numbers. Those signatures are header or footer
type-specific of each file. File system structures are not used during the carving process
[24]. As we mentioned in the definition of post-mortem acquisition, the unallocated space
refers to the clusters of the disk where files are not stored, however they can contain
deleted information from the disk partition which was not removed physically from the
device yet [15]. Therefore, there could be interesting information, from a forensic point
of view, that can be extracted from those clusters and that could indicate the usage of the
game by the user. However, we didn’t obtain anything relevant after performing the
analysis.
2.1.6. Steam & Counter Strike
Counter Strike Nexon Zombies resides under Steam platform. To run the game, first of
all, the user must authenticate himself on Steam by running the Steam application
installed on his computer. After logging with his credentials (username and password),
the user can start the game.
Steam is a digital distribution platform for PC gaming developed by Valve Corporation.
It has a variety of different video-games and offers multiplayer gaming, video streaming
and social networking services. With Steam the user can install and automatically update
video-games in his device. Additionally, Steam includes a list of friends and community
groups, the possibility of saving the data in the cloud, chat and in-game voice
functionalities [64].
Regarding Counter Strike video-game, it is a multiplayer video-game that belongs to the
category of first-person shooters. The topic of this game is that players are divided
between two teams: terrorists (commit terror attacks) and counter-terrorists (prevent
terror attacks). Counter Strike Nexon Zombies is a free-to-play spin-off of this game with
a zombie-themed. The main difference with the paid version is that it has a poor user
interface and old graphics [65]. The game allows sending text and audio messages
between players.
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2.2.

Literature Review

Although most of the academic works are about chat messaging applications or programs,
it is useful for the purpose of this study the way they analyzed the files. Besides, thanks
to those studies, we discovered which files must be considered to do no to get lost with
the bunch of information that we faced. Moreover, our thesis claimed to go further,
because, as we will see in the following paragraphs, the only related work about forensic
analysis of online gaming is about a game which is not popular anymore and it was only
focused on post-mortem analysis of the disk [41].
Most relevant forensic examinations that have been addressed recently, are related with
IM (Instant Message) tools, social networks or web resources like WhatsApp [25] [26]
[27], LINE [28], Skype [29], Facebook [30], Telegram [31], Tango [32], ChatSecure [33],
or WeChat [34].
WhatsApp is one of the most used IM applications. There are a lot of forensic studies
that cover its analysis, but we have considered the one performed by Anglano [25]
because he obtained information about user’s contacts, settings and preferences and a lot
of information about the communication information exchanged, which is important for
our thesis. In his research, he found that there was a backup database of the messages that
can be easily decrypted since the default encryption key is used in all the devices. Even
though it was not possible to see the content of the message, he discovered the status of
each message, geolocation coordinates, contact cards, partners of the messages
(group/broadcast) and the messages sent and received in the device. Lp Jhala Ky [27]
designs a method in which it is possible to obtain, from RAM, the password to decrypt
the messages of WhatsApp database of the device. Moreover, in the research performed
by Karpisek, et al. [26], they were able to decrypt the network traffic and obtain forensic
artifacts related with WhatsApp calls (WhatsApp phone number, WhatsApp server IPs,
WhatsApp audio codec, WhatsApp call duration and termination).
LINE is another IM application that allows having secret or hidden conversations. For
our study, it is also relevant the study performed by Iqbal, et al. [28] because they were
able to retrieve not only all the information about not-hidden conversations but also these
secret conversations if the app was force closed before the end of a TimeSet. They
partially recovered those hidden conversations, as it is only possible to obtain them if a
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specific event happens. The post-mortem forensic analysis performed by Satrya, et al.
[35] of private chats in LINE, Telegram and KakaoTalk was also considered in our thesis.
Skype is a software that provides video chat and voice calls, as well as text messages
exchanging. The information stored about the messages can be recovered as the database
is stored in the system. Besides, in the research made by McQuaid [29], he found the way
how to obtain and listen the voicemail and some forensic artifacts stored in unallocated
space and volatile memory, which reinforces our idea of analyzing those options.
Facebook is an online social media and one of the most used social networking service.
Wong, et al. [30] found that it is possible to obtain chat information, Facebook posts and
pictures from RAM and cache browser. Furthermore, in the research done by Yang, et al.
[36], they found that inside Windows system files like $LogFile, $MFT and $UsnJrnl,
there were indicators about filenames, directory paths and timestamps of the downloaded
Facebook files. As we will focus on Windows Forensics, those studies are also relevant
to us.
Telegram is another IM application that competes with WhatsApp to have the highest
number of users, as they provide similar services. Regarding the Telegram forensic
analysis, for us, it could be valuable the online and offline analysis performed by Satrya,
et al. [31] as they were able to acquire application and user activity, contact information,
messages exchanged (including audio files), shared files, shared location and deleted
communication information.
Tango is a software which has similar features to Skype. Although in the research made
by Sgaras, et al. [32] they could not access the databases. Besides, they performed a
Session cloning for extracting more artifacts related to the messages exchanged.
ChatSecure is an IM application with encryption features. Anglano, et al. [33] developed
an algorithm to decrypt the databases based on the passphrase found in volatile memory
and they joined some tables to obtain valuable artifacts and correlate them to establish a
case. However, in their research, they couldn’t recover deleted data.
WeChat is an IM application with encrypted messages. However, Wu, et al. [34] were
capable of decrypting the messages based on the IMEI of the phone and UID, which were
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stored in some configuration files. This research could provide us some guidelines when
dealing with encryption and configuration files.
Barghuthi and Said [37] carried out a network forensic analysis of the most used messages
applications, like Skype or Facebook. Although in some of them, the traffic was not
encrypted, we can see from the rest of previous studies that one of the standard issues is
the encryption, which was solved in most of them by finding information in volatile
memory; this case also happens to our research too. Moreover, those academic works
under Windows forensics helped us when deciding which files we should analyze to find
relevant forensic data.
Considering that the main subject of our thesis is a video-game, the academic works about
video-games consoles are also relevant to us, as they propose some methodologies when
dealing with the games executed in a system. Davies, et al. [38] offer some steps that must
be followed when trying to recover data from PS4. In the study written by Khanji, et al.
[39] they propose best manners when analyzing PS4 and XboxOne, in our thesis it is
practical to know the best approach when doing a live acquisition or network forensics
analysis. Besides, they showed some forensic tools like Autopsy or FTK Imager that help
when finding forensic information stored in the evidence. However, the most interesting
research with respect to video-games consoles from the purpose of our thesis is the one
performed for XboxOne by Moore, et al. [40]. It includes network forensics analysis, data
carving, imaging acquisition and analysis with Autopsy (based on keyword search) but
they didn’t consider the chatting feature of the games. XboxOne has a similar file system
concerning Windows 7 (NTFS), which is the OS used in our cases of study. More
specifically, in this research, they found that some files in the system were modified at
the same time they were playing with the XboxOne, and also that there were created some
new records for backups. In the network forensics part of this research, they were able to
set a timeline of the case just by considering the traffic generated when playing the game.
According to online gaming, there is a research made in 2010 by Larry E. Daniel [41]
about Everquest II video-game. He performed a post-mortem analysis and studied which
forensic artifacts can be extracted from this video-game. From our point of view, it was
pretty trivial as the valuable forensic data was saved in the system as TXT format and it
was not encrypted, so it was easily human readable. Besides, this game is not one of the
most famous among gamers anymore and have a reduced number of players nowadays,
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comparing to Counter Strike. The study we want to perform claims to go further with a
more popular game, with encrypted data, and considering volatile and network artifacts;
whereas in Daniel’s study, he only focused on the post-mortem data saved in the system
and consider volatile data neither network artifacts.
Considering all of these studies, our thesis improves them with a more popular game
between users and in terms of market revenues. Our thesis provides a broader analysis,
not only from a post-mortem acquisition of the system but also with a live acquisition,
network forensics, and Windows forensics analysis. Besides, the decryption techniques
used in some forensic studies performed in some popular instant messaging applications
(based on volatile memory analysis) are taken into account; as well as the files considered
in those studies with respect to Windows systems.
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3.

Implementation

In this chapter, we describe the forensic framework that we followed for the correct
development of the experimental part of this thesis. Additionally, the list of tools that we
have used is presented and the cases that were under study.

3.1.

Framework

The framework that we will follow for dealing with the evidences is the McKemmish
forensic framework [42]. This forensic process consists on the following steps:
1) Identification of digital evidence: being acquainted with what evidence is going
to be handled, where and how it is stored; in order to know accurately how to
behave during its recovery. In addition, the forensic expert must be aware of the
type of information that will be acquired and the format in which it is stored in the
device, so that the correct technology will be used during its extraction.
2) Preservation of digital evidence: it is one of the most important steps during this
forensics process. As it is possible that the forensics process is under inspection
in a court of law, it is mandatory that the whole process is accomplished in the
least intrusive way. There are circumstances where the change of the evidence
data is inevitable however, those changes have to be reduced to minimum. In those
unavoidable circumstances, it is essential that the nature of those changes in the
data are explained clearly, as well as the reasons why those changes occur. The
changes refer not only to the ones made to the data itself but also to any physical
change that the evidence could be affected by, for example, when accessing a
physical device, sometimes it is necessary to perform some physical changes on
it in order to access to the data stored.
3) Analysis of digital evidence: it includes the extraction, processing and
interpretation of the data extracted from the device. Sometimes after extracting
the data, its processing is required in order to be human readable. If it is not the
case, the processing can be skipped.
4) Presentation of digital evidence: it refers to the presentation of it in a court of
law. A good presentation also depends on the expertise and qualification of the
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presenter as well as on the integrity of the processed applied to produce the
evidence. The primary requirement is that this whole forensic process must be
legally acceptable.

3.2.

Forensic processes

We want to enable the acquisition of realistic data similar to the one that we would find
in real world investigations, consequently, we decided to follow the McKemmish
approach conscientiously with all the processes involved in this thesis:
§

Network forensics: we captured the network traffic during the two cases of study.
For the proper acceptance in court of the network evidences, we disconnected the
system from any external connection after capturing the traffic, so that we avoided
any kind of modification that could let in an invalid evidence in court.

§

Live acquisition: we performed an acquisition of volatile data (RAM memory
dump) but being aware that we should create the least amount of changes in the
system under inspection. Besides, the changes are explained and reported in order
to ensure a precise preservation of the evidence and admissibility in court.

§

Post-mortem acquisition: we acquired the hard disk in terms of physical
acquisition due to the fact that in this way, we obtain a bigger picture of the
system as with this type of acquisition, we have a complete copy of the disk
(including the unallocated space) and we can see all the information about the
game stored in the system locally.

§

Windows forensics: the OS of the disk acquired is a Windows 7 OS;
consequently, we performed an in-depth analysis of it based on Windows
forensics manners.

Once we extracted all the data, we continued with the interpretation of the evidences:
network artifacts obtained from the previous traffic capture; the analysis of the RAM
memory; windows registry; dedicated folder of the game in the system; windows system
files and folders ($MFT, $LogFile, Prefetch folder, shortcuts, Recent folder, JumpLists,
thumbnails and web information).
After interpreting the data, we tried to find enough information in order to build the
timeline of the case, when the user connected, with whom the user played, the list of
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friends, chat information, connection time-stamps, history of the game and user
information like username and passwords. When analyzing the network information, we
have considered the session IDs so that the session cloning option has been contemplated.
Regarding the last step of the McKemmish framework, the presentation of digital
evidence, we decided to skip it as this thesis is more focused on the analysis of the data
and the information that can be retrieved about the game. However, we tried to follow all
the best manners when dealing with evidences so that they could be admissible at the
court of law.
3.2.1. Tools used
The tools used for the correct development of this thesis are described in this section. We
decided to make use of free tools that are frequently used by the forensic expert’s
community. These tools were obtained from previous academic works and that are
popular in forensics. We will classify them based on the forensic processes from which
they were used:
Network forensics
During the network forensics analysis, the tools that were used for the capture of the
traffic and the analysis of it are:
§

Wireshark: it is a packet analyzer tool. It is used for network traffic capturing,
analysis and troubleshooting. It is similar to tcpdump but Wireshark offers a
graphical interface with options of filtering and sorting [43] [44]. Version: 2.2.4

§

NetworkMiner: it is a network forensic tool that can be used as a passive network
sniffer that detects OS, hostnames, sessions, open ports, among other features
from the traffic captured [45]. Version: 2.2

Live acquisition
We acquire the RAM of the system and the following analysis of the data extracted was
performed with these tools:
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§

FTK Imager: it is tool for data preview and imaging. The functionalities that it
provides are: creating forensic images without modifying the original evidence,
previewing files and folders, exporting files from forensic images, seeing and
recovering deleted files, creating file hashes, etc [46]. In order to guarantee that
the system under suspicion is affected to the lesser extent when acquiring the
RAM, we had installed FTK Imager in an external USB so that we don’t have to
configure anything in the system. Version: 3.4.3.3

§

Volatility: it is a memory forensics framework that analyzes the runtime state of
the system by considering the data stored in volatile memory (RAM) [47].
Version: 2.6

Post-mortem acquisition
We acquire a copy of the hard disk of the system. The tool used for the physical
acquisition of the disk is:
§

FTK Imager: it is tool for data preview and imaging. The functionalities that it
provides are: creating forensic images without modifying the original evidence,
previewing files and folders, exporting files from forensic images, seeing and
recovering deleted files, creating file hashes, etc. [46]. Version: 3.4.3.3

Windows forensics
For the analysis of the files inside the disk under a Windows 7 OS, the tools that we used
for the proper interpretation of the data are:
§

FTK Imager: it is tool for data preview and imaging. The functionalities that it
provides are: creating forensic images without modifying the original evidence,
previewing files and folders, exporting files from forensic images, seeing and
recovering deleted files, creating file hashes, etc. [46]. Version: 3.4.3.3

§

Autopsy: it is a graphical interface tool that deploys plugins used in the Sleuth Kit
for the analysis of the disk. Some of the modules are: timeline analysis, hash
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filtering, keyword search, web artifacts, data carving, multimedia and indicators
of compromise [48]. Version: 4.5.0
§

Mft2csv: it extracts the $MFT information and stores it in a CSV file [49].
Version: 2.0.0.41

§

Microsoft Excel: it is a spreadsheet developed by Microsoft. We used it to read
the CSV output from Mft2csv.

§

NAR extractor: it is a modding tool designed specifically for Counter-Strike [50].
Version: 2.0.

§

JumpListView: it is a tool that displays the information stored inside the Jump
Lists of Windows 7/8 OS. It shows the filename, the date/time of the opened file,
the ID of the program that opened the file, etc [51]. Version: 1.15

§

WinPrefetchView: it is a tool that displays the information stored in the Prefetch
folder. It allows to see which files were used by a specific file inside Prefetch
folder [52]. Version:1.35

§

RecentFilesView: it is a tool that displays a list of the Recent Files [53].
Version1.33

§

AccessData Registry Viewer (Demo Mode): it is a tool that displays the content
of Windows OS registry hives [54]. Version: 1.8.0.5

§

Regripper: it is a tool that extracts the data from Windows OS registry hives. It is
based on plugins that shows different type of information [55]. Version:2.8

§

Notepad: it is a text editor for Microsoft Windows, pre-installed in the OS.

§

Notepad++: it is a text editor that supports several languages [56]. Version: 7.5.2

§

Thumbcache Viewer: it is a tool that displays the data stored (thumbnails) and its
related metadata inside Thumbcache of Windows OS [57]. Version: 1.0.3.4

§

VLC media player: it is a tool that plays multimedia files, DVDs, Audio CDs,
VCDs, and various streaming protocols [58]. Version:2.2.8

§

ChromeCacheView: it is a tool that displays information stored inside the Cache
folder of Google Chrome Browser. This information is: URL, Content type, File
size, Expiration time, Server name, etc. [59]. Version: 1.77

§

ChromeHistoryView: it is a tool that displays the list of all the visited Web pages
with Google Chrome Browser. For each webpage, it shows: URL, Title, Visit
Date/Time, Number of visits, etc. [60]. Version: 1.32
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§

ChromeCookiesView: it is a tool that displays the list of cookies stored by Google
Chrome Browser. For each cookie, it shows: Host name, Path, Name, Value, Last
Accessed Time, Creation Time, Expiration time, etc. [61]. Version: 1.46

§

DB Browser for SQLite: it is a tool that opens, creates, design and edits database
files compatible with SQLite [62]. Version: 3.10.1

3.3.

Cases of study

This thesis is focused on two cases of study. These cases were chosen based on the two
game modes (Zombie and Studio mode) that Counter Strike Nexon Zombies provides and
that a potential user could use in order to communicate with others. Besides, in one of the
cases, we also considered the YouTube Live Streaming option offered by this game due
to the fact that the user could use it to exchange messages.
They could be representative in a forensic scenario in a way that a suspect or suspects
under investigation could use one of these modes or the YouTube Live Streaming option
to send and receive messages. In this way, they can exchange relevant information for the
forensic case trying to hide themselves as players of the game in a war scenario (Zombie
mode) or mining scenario (Studio mode). In these modes, this exchange could be done
before (in the lobby chat) or during an in-game round or by performing a YouTube Live
Streaming while playing in one of the modes.
3.3.1. Description
The two cases simulate how a user can send and receive messages to/from his friends
while playing CSNZ. The first case is recreated in war scenario (Zombie mode) and the
second case is related with the mining scenario (Studio mode). The approach they were
implemented and the workflow in order to simulate, in the most realistic way, how users
could communicate in the game are described as follows:
Case1
There are two players involved. One of them is called “TTUPlayer” and the other is called
“UC3MPlayer”. These players are part of the same “family” in the game, which is the
way of being friends inside the game (list of friends). The following actions are taken in
this case:
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1) Both players login into Steam platform with their own credentials and then start
CSNZ game.
2) “TTUPlayer” starts a chat conversation in the lobby of CSNZ with
“UC3MPlayer”. This conversation is the following:
TTUPlayer: Hello I am ttuplayer
UC3MPlayer: Hi, do you have my things?
TTUPlayer: Yes, I do
TTUPlayer: Let’s play
UC3MPlayer: ok

3) Both players start an in-game round in Zombie mode. “TTUPlayer” creates a
Zombie private room for playing and sends an invitation to the family member
“UC3MPlayer”. “UC3MPlayer” accepts the invitation and whenever they are
ready to play, the Zombie mode game starts.
4) Inside the game round, both players initiate another chat that includes the
following messages:
TTUPlayer: Hi
UC3MPlayer: I am UC3M

Besides, “TTUPlayer” sends a voice message to “UC3MPlayer” saying “I am
TTUPlayer”.
5) Finally, both players exit the Zombie in-game round and log out of the game.
Appendix 1 gives details about how “TTU Player” sees the workflow of case 1 in Counter
Strike Nexon Zombies.
Case2
There are two players involved and one viewer of the YouTube Live Streaming. One of
the players is called “TTUPlayer” and the other is called “UC3MPlayer”, the viewer is
called “Juanma”. The players are part of the same “family” in the game, which is the way
of being friends inside the game (friends list). The following actions are taken in this case:
1) Both players login into Steam platform with their credentials and then start CSNZ
game.
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2) “TTUPlayer” enables the option of YouTube Live Streaming (enable broadcast
option) by login with his Google account credentials.
3) “TTUPlayer” logins into his YouTube Channel by using Google Chrome Browser
so that he can use the chat feature of YouTube Live Streaming. His nickname on
YouTube is “TTU Thesis”.
4) Both players start an in-game round in Studio mode. “TTUPlayer” creates a
Studio private room for playing and sets a password for entering the room.
“UC3MPlayer” knows the password and enters this room. Whenever they are
ready to play, the Studio mode game starts.
5) “TTUPlayer” starts a YouTube Live Streaming. Since this point, “UC3MPlayer”
does nothing (he does not participate in the game either exchange messages).
6) “Juanma” starts watching the streaming video through the YouTube Channel of
“TTUPlayer” (under the name of “TTU Thesis”) and sends a message to the chat.
7) “Juanma” and “TTU Thesis” chat between each other by using the chatting feature
of YouTube Live Streaming. The conversation is made through Google Chrome
Browser, but the messages are also shown in the streamed video of the Studio ingame round. The exchanged messages are:
Juanma: Hello I am TTU Player 2
TTU Thesis: Do you have my thing?
Juanma: Yes, I do
TTU Thesis: Ok, bye
Juanma: bye

8) “TTUPlayer” ends the broadcast and exits the game. “UC3MPlayer” exits the
game too.
9) “UC3MPlayer” and “TTUPlayer” log out.
Appendix 2 gives details about how “TTU Player” sees this workflow in Counter Strike
Nexon Zombies.

3.3.2. Building the cases
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Both cases run under VMWare virtual machines. We created two different virtual
machines for each example. The reason why we decided to use a virtual machine instead
of having the game installed directly in our system is that, in this way, we can have the
game isolated and there was not any interference at all with it from external programs.
Additionally, thanks to snapshots, we can always go to a previous state if we crush the
program.
Regarding the specifications, we used VMWare Fusion 10.0.1 for each case with a
Windows 7 Professional guest OS installed. The host system was a macOS High Sierra
MacBook Air 2,2 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8GB of memory. In each virtual machine, there
was 2GB of memory and 20 GB of disk space. Each virtual machine has a different IP
concerning host’s IP. For the network capturing, we executed Wireshark in the host
system, so that we captured the network traffic in the middle of the communication of
both users (man-in-the-middle).
In regard to the game, we installed Steam platform for Windows, as the game cannot be
run without it. After that, the game was downloaded from Steam and installed in the
Windows systems. For the second case, we also installed Google Chrome Browser since
we performed a YouTube Live Streaming. The rest of programs installed in the system
are the ones that are pre-included in Windows like Internet Explorer or Notepad.
Due to the fact that this thesis is based on the communication between players while using
the game, we have used two virtual machines for each player. As there are two cases of
study, there are a total of 4 virtual machines for this thesis.
We had to create 2 Steam accounts and 2 players of CSNZ (one for “TTUPlayer” and
another for “UC3MPlayer). The login process is done through Steam, and then the game
starts. We acquired the disk image and RAM from the device (virtual machine) of
“TTUPlayer” as he was the suspect in our forensic study. We created an Outlook email
account for this player as well as a Google account for the YouTube Live Streaming. In
addition, we created a YouTube Channel for “TTUPlayer” with “TTU Thesis” as the
nickname. The viewer of the streaming, “Juanma”, is subscribed to this channel. This
option is not necessary for watching streamed videos in YouTube; however, we decided
that the viewer is also a subscriber because we would receive a notification as soon as
“TTU Thesis” starts doing live streaming. All this information is displayed in the
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following table, to know precisely the type of information that could be recovered from
this player. In next chapters, we will show which of them we were able to obtain after
doing the analysis.
Table 1. Player information under suspicion.

Game name

Counter Strike Nexon Zombies

Game acronym

CSNZ

UserName Steam account

thttu

Steam User ID

76561198404618625

NickName Steam account

TTU - Thesis

Password Steam account

pAssWd123

Associated email in Steam
account

ttu.thesis@outlook.com

CSNZ username

TTUPlayer

CSNZ Game ID

273310

Google account email

ttu.thesis@outlook.com

Google account username

TTU Thesis

Google account password

youtubeaccount1

YouTube Channel name

TTU Thesis

YouTube Channel identifier

UC-pPH8RIVmlFBMbJjUcPZzw

YouTube Live Streaming key

2ppw-5x2j-cz0z-6rrv

YouTube Live Streaming video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qd4OL0t3bBw

CSNZ Player 2

UC3MPlayer

YouTube Live Streaming viewer

Juanma

Zombie in-game room number

30220

Studio in-game room number

55349

Password Studio room

2tudio

3.3.3. Workflow diagrams
As we commented, the user under suspicion is “TTUPlayer”. In the following diagrams,
we present the workflow from the “TTUPlayer” perspective and the moments were the
acquisition processes (network capture, live and post-mortem acquisition) took place. The
messages that appear in green color means the one sent by “TTUPlayer” and the ones
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received are in orange color. In the second diagram, after “UC3MPlayer” enters the
password and initiates the Studio in-game round, he does not participate in the game
anymore and does not send messages, so there is no more workflow related with this
player from “TTUPlayer” perspective.

Figure 1. Workflow Case 1
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Figure 2. Workflow Case 2
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4.

Methodology

We have built a guideline for forensic community based on the analysis of both cases in
terms of live acquisition, network capturing and post-mortem acquisition. The
methodology is applicable for both cases, if there is any particular difference, it is
explained in the specific section.

4.1.

Network forensics analysis

4.1.1. Common Network artifacts
After capturing the traffic of the network with Wireshark, we have found some relevant
artifacts that tie the user to CNSZ game. Even though it was not part of the scope of this
thesis, we found a vulnerability that it is useful for finding more forensic information.
The process of identifying in Steam a user after authentication is done through cookies.
After authentication, the user is redirected by default to the Steam Store website, the rest
of Steam websites (community and help site) use the same cookies for user identification
(user sessions). Two main cookies are sent over HTTP:
§

sessionid: it is a CSRF token. The first time someone accesses to one of its
websites, Steam assigns this cookie randomly. It can be any value; the only
requirement is that it has to match with the session parameter of the POST requests
of that person. Therefore, as it is not linked to any account or specific session, a
user doesn’t need to authenticate himself first for getting this cookie value.

§

steamLogin: It is built with the 16-numerical characters of the Steam_User_ID
+ %7C%7C (two pipe characters) + 40-character uppercase session token in
hexadecimal. This cookie is only generated after the user authenticates.

Therefore, from the steamLogin cookie sent via HTTP, we can obtain the Steam User
ID. With this value, we can visit the website shown below and obtain more forensic
information such as: NickName user account; games played; last time they were
played and total number of hours played; current status of the user (Online/Offline)
and last time being online; and personal information that the user wants to share.
http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/<Steam User ID>
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Considering the Stop, look and listen strategy of Network forensics analysis, we can
define the way to obtain this cookie. In Wireshark, after opening the packet capture
obtained previously, we click on Edit àFind a packet. Next, we type “steamLogin” in
the text box and select String, Packet Details and Narrow and Wide as the options for the
Wireshark search. Click on Find and the packet that contains this cookie will appear.

Figure 3. SteamUserID from network capture

From the above picture, we can assure that the Steam User ID is 76561198404618625. If
we go to the webpage mentioned previously, we will obtain more forensic information
about the user: http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198404618625
§

NickName Steam user account: TTU – Thesis

§

Game(s) played: Counter Strike Nexon Zombies (19.1 total amount of played
hours and played last time on 14th of January).

§

Current status: Offline (last online 20 days ago).

§

Personal information: No information given

It is important to notice that the last time a game was played, does not have to match with
the last time of being online. The reason why this could happen is that the user can be
online in Steam but without playing any game.
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Figure 4. Forensic User Information after Network analysis

4.1.2. Session cloning - Vulnerability found
Although it was not part of the scope of this thesis, we found a vulnerability of Session
hijacking. When trying to perform a session cloning, as it was done in other studies [32],
we found that it was possible to hijack the session of an authenticated user. This
vulnerability was reported to Valve Corporation via email and they only allowed us to
include the explanation about how we did it in this thesis. The report and the fix could
not be included. The session hijacking is described below.
Considering the fact that the sessionid doesn’t depend on the authenticated user and
that there are some cookies transmitted over HTTP, after HTTPS authentication, which
are not changed, we found a way to clone the session of the user while he has it opened.
The steps performed for the session hijacking were:
1) With the Wireshark capture, search inside the packet details for the string
“steamLogin”. Copy it and all its related cookies as “printable text”.
2) Create an account on Steam (whatever user and password) and login to generate the
steamLogin cookie. We logged with Google Chrome Browser as we used “Edit this
cookie” extension in order to inject the cookies related with the user session we want
to clone, but it is possible to do it with other browsers and add-ons.
3) Click on “Edit this cookie” extension, we modify the cookies _gad, sessionID and
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steamLogin with the ones that we obtained from the Wireshark capture (Step 1), in
this way, we are injecting other user cookies to hijack his session. Click on the green
icon to save those cookies.
4) Click on the arrow-Back to go to the previous initial page of login and click on
refreshing the page. We will be logged as our desired user so that the session hijacking
results successfully. We can see all the information related to that user: list of
friends, games played, last connection, status (online), etc.
NOTE: It is important to point out that this method is related to sessions, so if the desired
user logs out, we won’t be able to continue using his session.
From a forensic point of view, the possibility to clone the session give us a lot of
information about the user: the list of friends in Steam, games played, last connection,
status (online) and Steam chat messages.

4.1.3. YouTube Live Streaming specific artifacts
From the second case, we can see that in the network capture are references that show
that the suspect was doing a YouTube Live Streaming.
There are RTMP packets (without TLS/SSL encryption), which are used for live
streaming. More specifically, there must be a packet that shows the connection with the
main server of YouTube, the method used for this purpose is: connect(‘live2’)
and the associated URL is:
rtmp://a.rtmp.youtube.com/live2
In Wireshark, after opening the packet capture obtained previously, we click on Edit

àFind a packet. Next, we type “connect” in the text box and select String, Packet list
and Narrow and Wide as the options for the Wireshark search. Click on Find and the
packet that contains the URL will appear.
Besides, in the following packets, it also appears the YouTube Live Streaming key that
it is being used for the streaming, it is show in the method called
releaseStream(‘<key>’). This key is unique for each user, and even it is not possible
to watch the video with it if we capture it, it can be used for doing a YouTube Live
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Streaming with the account of other user. The method to obtain this key is the same as
before, but searching for “releaseStream”.

Figure 5. YouTube Live Streaming Main server from Network capture

Figure 6. YouTube Live Streaming key from Network capture

Moreover, we also recovered the encoder that was used for the video. Thanks to this
information, the forensic expert can watch the video if there is any possibility to extract
it from the copy of the disk, as we will see in the Post-mortem analysis section. The
encoder used was VLC and can be found by doing right-click in one of the RTMP packets
in Wireshark and clicking on Follow TCP Stream. The conclusion achieved after this
finding is that the video can be watched with VLC multimedia player.
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Figure 7. YouTube Live Streaming encoder from Network capture

4.2.

Volatile memory analysis

After acquiring 2 evidences of the RAM with FTK Imager installed in an external USB:
one before and the other after logging out from the game, we have analyzed both with
FTK Imager and Volatility framework. To see the details about how to acquire a memory
image with FTK Imager, please check Annex 3. The main difference between them was
that it was possible to extract the chat messages only if the user didn’t log out.
4.2.1. Volatile memory analysis with FTK Imager
After adding the evidence, the methodology that we have developed in order to find easily
forensic artifacts after a live acquisition is based on keywords, similarly to the study
performed about the XboxOne with Autopsy [40].
FTK Imager has integrated a search tool so, by doing right-click at the beginning of the
memory dump and click on Find we can search any word. It is also possible to search a
regular expression. The keywords and regular expressions that are useful for finding
valuable forensic data with respect to the game are explained below.
§

Username Steam account

For finding the username that the user has when login into Steam, use the keyword:
SteamUser

Figure 8. Steam UserName after volatile analysis

§

NickName Steam account

The nickname that the user has in Steam could be different than the name that the user
has when login. In other to don’t get confused with this fact, the keyword that should be
used to find it quickly is: PersonaName
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Figure 9. Steam NickName after volatile analysis

§

Password Steam account

The password that the user has when doing login in Steam is stored in volatile memory
in plaintext. The way to find it is just by searching for the word: password=

Figure 10. Steam Password after volatile analysis

§

Steam User ID

Every user in Steam has an associated identification number, as we saw from the network
part. This value is also stored in volatile memory. The keyword is: steamid

Figure 11. Steam UserID after volatile analysis

With this ID, the forensic expert can go to http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID> , as it is described in the network analysis section of this chapter and obtain
more forensic information such as the last time played of the game, nickname of the user,
etc.
§

CSNZ Game ID
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Every game that is integrated into Steam platform has a number that uniquely identifies
it. For Counter Strike Nexon Zombies is 273110. It can be found with the keyword:
steamGameID

Figure 12. CSNZ GameID after volatile analysis

§

Associated email address

Each user has an email account associated with this Steam account and consequently,
with the Counter Strike Nexon Zombies game. This email is also stored in volatile
memory. A way to find the email account will be through a regular expression. We
propose the following one:\b[A-Z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Z0-9.-]+\.[A-Z]{2,}\b

Figure 13. Associated email after volatile analysis

§

Chat messages

From volatile memory, it is possible to obtain the messages sent and received by the user
but only if he/she didn’t log out when taking the memory dump.
In Counter Strike Nexon Zombies, the user can exchange messages directly without
starting a game round, inside in-game rounds and also while doing YouTube Live
Streaming. In both cases, messages can be sent to all the players, to your family group,
or inside the party group. In this way, this different kind of people that can be addressed
in a message is the way to find the information about messages. The way to know which
group the message was sent to is by considering the following layouts that we have
developed:
a) Chat in the lobby: (Type of receiver) [ Nickname of the sender] : message
b) In-game chat: [Type of receiver] Nickname of the sender : message
c) YouTube chat: [YOUTUBE] Nickname of the sender : message
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Therefore, the keywords for looking for chat messages are based on the type of the
receiver: All, Family, Party and YOUTUBE. Once we found the messages, we can state
where it was sent to (lobby, in-game or YouTube) based on the previous layouts. Below
we include three pictures of each type of chat situation.

Figure 14. Lobby Chat after volatile analysis
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Figure 15. In-game chat after volatile analysis

Figure 16. YouTube chat after volatile analysis

§

Friends who are online

CSNZ shows when a member of your family (friends list) is online with a message of:
<Username> has logged in.
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This information is also stored in volatile memory. The way to find it is by using the
keywords: has logged in

Figure 17. Online friends after volatile analysis

§

Players involved in the game

The players that were playing the in-side game rounds are shown in CSNZ with the
message: <Username> has joined <type of terrorist>
This information is also stored in volatile memory. The way to find it is by using the
keywords: has joined

Figure 18. Players in the game after volatile analysis

§

Room number and password

If the players want to make in-game rounds private, they can create a private room.
Additionally, the player who creates the room can send an invitation for playing to the
members of their family who are online, and also to create a password for that room. The
room is identified by a unique number. It is also possible to obtain this number and the
password from a memory dump.
The room number appears in volatile memory in the following way: (#No.room)

Figure 19. Room number after volatile analysis
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The password was also found in memory:

Figure 20. Room password after volatile analysis

§

YouTube Live Streaming traces

There are some references found in volatile memory that shows that the user was doing a
YouTube Live Streaming, like the link to the video, the YouTube channel and the
streaming key. The best way to find it is by using as a keyword: channel_id (youtube
channel), youtube (streamed link), rtmp.youtube (streamed key) and codec
(video encoder).

Figure 21. YouTube Channel after volatile analysis

Figure 22. YouTube streaming link after volatile analysis

Figure 23. YouTube streaming key after volatile analysis

The encoder of the video can also be obtained from volatile memory.
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Figure 24. YouTube streaming encoder after volatile analysis

§

CSNZ extra references

Apart from the ones explained above, there are also some additional traces that show that
the user was playing the game such as the acronym of the game, the name of the game
and the game mode. The keywords associated with them are, respectively: CSNZ,
Counter Strike and Studio/Zombie.

Figure 25. CSNZ acronym after volatile analysis

Figure 26. GameName after volatile analysis

Figure 27. CSNZ mode after volatile analysis

4.2.2. Volatile memory analysis with Volatility
The network connections, as well as the processes used, can be obtained with volatility.
First of all, to retrieve information with volatility, we have to select the proper profile.
The command to find the profile is:
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volatility_2.6_win64_standalone.exe imageinfo -f <memoryimage>

In our study, the profile was Windows7SP1x64.
§

List of processes

The command for finding the processes executed are:
volatility_2.6_win64_standalone.exe pslist --profile=<profile> —f
<memoryimage>

To assure that the game was played, it should appear a reference of Steam and then of
Counter Strike in the output. Additionally, if a web browser was used, it could indicate
that the user was doing a live chat on YouTube.

Figure 28. List of processes after volatile analysis

§

Network connections

The network connections can be found as well in volatile memory, apart from the network
capture. The command for finding the processes executed are:
volatility_2.6_win64_standalone.exe netscan --profile=<profile> —f
<memoryimage>

To assure that the game was played, it should appear networks connections with respect
to Steam and then to Counter Strike in the output. Additionally, if a web browser was
used, it could indicate that the user was doing a chat of YouTube Live Streaming.
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Figure 29. Network connections after volatile analysis

4.3.

Disk analysis

We performed a post-mortem acquisition with FTK Imager installed in an external USB.
This process is explained in Annex 4. The images were saved as E01 instead of RAW.
The reason why we took that decision was to avoid any problems in court as with raw, it
is a copy byte per byte, so the metadata can be manipulated, with E01 it uses compression
and also it contains a separate metadata file. The later analysis of the disk of both cases
leads us to the methodology that we describe below. The images were added as evidences
in FTK Imager and the files analyzed were chosen based on other academic studies like
[32].
4.3.1. Windows Registry
In NTUSER.DAT and SOFTWARE hives we found some references to the game that
shows that it was installed in the system, like the path where it was stored. Besides, from
a forensic point of view, it is relevant the date times as they are useful for building a
timeline of the case.
In order to find this information, extract those hives with FTK Imager and open them with
Access Data Registry Viewer. NTUSER.DAT is stored in \Users\<username> while
SOFTWARE is stored in SystemRoot\System32\config.
§

NTUSER.DAT

In this hive, there must be a folder called Software. The path to the CSNZ game should
be NTUSER.DAT\Software\Valve\Steam\Apps\273310. The description of it will show
that it corresponds to Counter Strike Nexon Zombies. The last written time corresponds
to the last time the game was played.
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Figure 30. CSNZ (I) in NTUSER.DAT

Additionally, in the path NTUSER.DAT\Software\Nexon\CStrike-Online it also appears
the last written time when the game was played.

Figure 31. CSNZ (II) in NTUSER.DAT

Regarding the chat of YouTube Live Streaming, it is needed that the user has installed a
web browser on the system. Consequently, there should be an entity in the hive. For
example, in our case, the path to Google Chrome Browser is:
NTUSER.DAT\Software\Google\Chrome
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§

SOFTWARE

In this hive, there is an important reference to the game that shows when it was installed
in the system. The way to find this information is by looking at the last written time of
the Uninstalling CSNZ software, as this program was stored in the system at the same
time the game was installed. The path of the uninstalling software is:
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Unistalled\Steam App 273110
Additionally, the path to the game also appears in this hive in the description of the
following entity:
SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Valve\Steam\Apps\273110

Figure 32. CSNZ (I) in SOFTWARE
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Figure 33. CSNZ (II) in SOFTWARE

4.3.2. Shortcuts
By default, there should be a shortcut to Steam on the Desktop. Steam is needed for
executing CSNZ. Besides, there could be as well a shortcut of the game itself. However,
the user has to execute first Steam and then CSNZ. It can be found directly with FTK
Imager under the path Users\<Username>\Desktop:

Figure 34. Steam shortcut

4.3.3. Prefetch
The Prefetch folder is stored in \Windows\Prefetch and it can be extracted with FTK
Imager. After its extraction, open it with WinPrefetchView. There will be references to
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Steam and CSNZ video-game. From a forensic point of view, it is relevant as it shows all
the affected programs and the date-times. Consequently, we can assure that the game
depends on Steam and we correlate facts between them. Besides, we can see that Counter
Strike Nexon Zombies video-game is related to NAR files. The analysis of these files is
explained in section 4.3.7.

Figure 35. CSNZ in Prefetch

4.3.4. Jump Lists
Extract Jump Lists with FTK Imager and opens them with JumpListView. It is stored
inside:
%APPDATA%\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\AutomaticDestinations\[AppID].automaticD
estinations-ms
Thanks to this Jump Lists you can see the recent documents. Forensically, it is useful as
it could lead to interesting files that are not considered. In our case, after checking them,
we realized that Counter Strike Nexon Zombies stores by default screenshots taken during
the game rounds and videos, the default folder is “Documents”. Analyzing Jump Lists are
useful to find those locations, as the user could change the default ones. These screenshots
and video files are studied in the following section.
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Figure 36. CSNZ in Jump Lists

4.3.5. Documents folder
Counter Strike Nexon Zombies stores by default the screenshots taken by the user during
an in-game round. Besides, it makes screenshots automatically when the round finishes.
Concerning the YouTube Live Streaming, it stores the streamed video in MP4 format
once the user finishes doing the streaming. From a forensic point of view, it is a focal
point of valuable information as the chat messages can be seen and voice messages can
be listened directly from this file.
Inside Documents folder, there are two directories: one for Zombie mode and the other
for Studio mode (Counter Strike Online). The directories with the screenshots and the
videos are stored in those folders. The screenshots can be seen directly with FTK Imager
but also can be exported and open with an Image Viewer program.

Figure 37. CSNZ in Documents
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Figure 38. Screenshot in Documents

The video files have to be exported from the Video Capture folder in order to be watched.
From the network analysis part, we found that the encoder was from VLC; therefore, we
opened the video recorded of the YouTube Live Streaming with VLC media player and
we can see the whole YouTube chat. The first 9 characters of the name of the files are the
dates when the videos were recorded.

Figure 39. Streamed video in Documents
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4.3.6. MFT
We can extract the MFT with FTK Imager and convert it to CSV with Mft2csv tool. With
the CSV file, we can search for references about Counter Strike and find where the data
is stored.

Figure 40. CSNZ in MFT

Thanks to the analysis of the MFT, we found that by default CSNZ folder is stored in the
system in the following path: \Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\CSNZ
In addition, there are also two directories related to the game in the following paths:
\Program Files (x86)\Steam\
\Program Data\Nexon\Common

4.3.7. CSNZ & Steam dedicated folders
CSNZ NAR Files
From the Prefetch analysis, we found that CSNZ uses the NAR files (specific CSNZ file
format). We analyzed them with NAR extractor tool, after obtaining them from \Program
Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\CSNZ\Data\cstrike.nar. However, those files are
used for modeling the game but they do not give any information about the user or that
could be useful in the forensic case.
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Figure 41. CSNZ dedicated folder

There is a configuration file that shows the GameID in Steam; it is important to know this
number as some artifacts can only be found with this identification number. The path to
this file is \Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\CSNZ\Bin\steam_appid.txt

Figure 42. GameID log file

Nexon folder
The analysis of the Nexon folder gives handy forensic information as there are stored all
the time-stamps with their corresponding activities in a log file, some of them are related
with the messenger feature of the game, so we can assure that the user was chatting at a
specific time period. CSNZ loads a messenger module when a player uses the chatting
feature of it. In the log, there are references to this module and its associated time-stamps.
This file is stored in \Program Data\Nexon\Common\nmcogame.log .
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Figure 43. Nexon log file

Steam folder
Inside the Steam folder, there are some configuration and log files that provide
information such as the Steam UserID, the Steam Username, the ID of the game, etc. The
way how to obtain this data is explained below.
The configuration files are stored in \Program Files (x86)\Steam\config\, they have an
extension of VDF and can be opened with Notepad++:
§

config.vdf: contains the userID and the username.

§

loginusers.vdf: contains the users who logged into Steam with the system
acquired. It shows the username, the nickname, userID and the last time accessed,
which has to be transformed from EPOCH to UTC time.
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Figure 44. Configuration file in Steam folder

Figure 45. Logged users in Steam folder

With the userID, visit http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/<Steam User ID> , as it is
described in the network analysis section of this chapter, and it is possible to obtain more
forensic information such as the last time played of the game, online status, etc.
Additionally, there is another configuration file stored in \Program Files
(x86)\Steam\userdata\<localIDnumber>\localconfig.vdf: that links undoubtedly the user
with the game as it contains the GameID and the username. Next to the GameID, it
appears the last played time. However, it appears as the EPOCH time, so it should be
transformed to UCT time.

Figure 46. Player and Game log
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The remote connection file is stored in \Program Files (x86)\Steam\logs\remote
connections.txt, it is a TXT file that contains all the remote connections with the PC used
by the user, it is possible to see with whom the user is playing (machine name and the
IP).

Figure 47. Connection file in Steam folder

Additionally, with respect to network connections, there is a database file with some
cookies stored in the following path:
Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Steam\htmlcache\Cookies
It is an SQLite database that can be extracted with FTK Imager and open with DB
Browser for SQLite. There is a table with some sessionIDs and time references in the
EPOCH time. This time should be transformed to UCT time. As we saw in the network
part, it is possible to do a session cloning if the user is still logged into Steam with these
cookies.
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Figure 48. SessionIDs database

4.3.8. Recent files
The Recent folder can show the recent activity of the user related to the game. It can
provide information such as the paths to specific files that are stored in the system and
that the user could modify if they are the default ones. The Recent folder can be exported
with

FTK

Imager

and

open

with

RecentFilesView

tool

from

the

path:

Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent . In our case, it provided us
information about the screenshots taken and the folder where they are stored.

Figure 49. CSNZ in Recent folder

4.3.9. Thumbnails
The Thumbcache stored in the path below can be open with ThumbCache Viewer tool:
Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Explorer\thumbcache_*.db
It provides information about the game: where it is stored and the OS under it was
executed, in our case it was Windows 7 OS.
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Figure 50. CSNZ in Thumbnails cache

4.3.10. LogFile
The LogFile contains information about the logged users. It is the same as the one stored
in loginusers.vdf. However, as it is a file from Windows system, it is more difficult to be
modified by the user. loginusers.vdf could be edited by the user with a Text Editor so
comparing both files will assure the integrity of the data.

Figure 51. CSNZ in LogFile

4.3.11. Web browsing information
For the YouTube Live Streaming, we used Chrome Browser for chatting. It is important
to consider that the browser used could be other rather than Chrome. We found some
references about YouTube, but we could not retrieve the chat messages. However, some
time’s references help to create a timeline of the case. Those files are stored in
Users\<user>\AppData\Google\Chrome\Default\ that can be extracted with FTK Imager:
§

Cookies: open it with DB Browser for SQLite. It will contain sessionIDs.
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Figure 52. Cookies in Chrome

§

Cache: open it with ChromeCacheView, there will be traces about the YouTube
Live Streaming activity.

Figure 53. YouTube cache in Chrome

§

History: open it ChromeHistoryView, there are references to the notifications of
the streaming, which corresponds to the messages received.

Figure 54. YouTube History in Chrome

Web browsing information with Autopsy
It is easier to find Web information with Autopsy as it divides automatically data related
to the web searches. After creating two different cases for each example of study, we
found more information with respect to YouTube Live Streaming. Besides, we made a
relevant discovery that we decided to include it as a separate section.
The most relevant findings concerning YouTube Live Streaming with Autopsy are:
§

Link to the streamed YouTube video. After performing the live streaming, the
video is automatically uploaded to YouTube. It will be kept in the user’s channel
unless he manually deletes it. It was found in the History file (mentioned
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previously). From this file, we can see the YouTube channel name and the links
to the videos that he has uploaded to it.

Figure 55. YouTube Channel + link with autopsy

§

The email used for the Google account to access to YouTube. It is found in the
Login Data file of the Default folder, commented above.

Figure 56. YouTube associated email with autopsy

4.3.12. Analysis with Autopsy
In the previous section, we commented that we found the YouTube Live Streaming link
with respect to our user under suspicion, his channel and his associated email. We decided
to create another section because it was not related to YouTube but it is a relevant finding
that affects both cases under study. We used the same procedure used in [40], based on
the keyword search feature that Autopsy provides.
We found the password associated with the Steam account of our suspect. The way to
obtain this password is by using as keyword: password. Autopsy will search inside the
file system data, carved files and unallocated space.
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From the picture below, we can see that the password is found in unallocated space and
also as a carved file. Recovering the password from those locations can be considered as
a pinch of luck. However, there is also a file that must be used to obtain this password, as
it is stored locally in the system, even though the user didn’t check the option of
“remember password”. The path to this file is:
Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Steam\htmlcache\Cache\data_1
It can be seen directly with Autopsy in cleartext, as we can see from the picture below.
Additionally, there are some links of CSNZ, so we can assure that the user was playing
the game at that specific time, as he logged with his credentials.

Figure 57. Steam password with Autopsy

Furthermore, Autopsy performs data carving by default and shows the results obtained.
However, after analyzing the carved files, we didn’t find any more relevant information
apart from the password mentioned previously. Besides, as we commented before, we
also examined the unallocated space by keyword searching without any important finding
rather than the password too.
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5.

Analysis Results

After applying the methodology developed in this thesis in the two cases of study, we
were able to find a set of artifacts that contributes to build a time-line of the case and
relate the player with the usage of the chat in an accurate way. Therefore, the causality of
our found procedures can be defined as finding enough information about the existence
of a communication between players done through the game, with well-established
methods and tools. Those procedures can be generalized to other games with similar
characteristics (same category) or that need Steam to be run, as the login process is the
same for all the games in Steam. The validation was done through these two case
scenarios which really reflect how the game can be used for communication in real life.

5.1.

Primary artifacts

We found some common artifacts that reflect accurately that it is possible to find specific
information from the game. The primary artifacts that should be considered when facing
to a real case scenario with respect to a Steam video-game, more specifically to CSNZ,
and its chatting features are:
Table 2. Primary artifacts

Network analysis

Volatile memory
analysis

Disk analysis

(keywords)
steamLogin cookie

steamID

\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\config\config.
vdf

http://steamcommunity
.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID>

SteamUser

$LogFile

UserID

User name

\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\config\loginus
ers.vdf
password=

Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Stea
m\htmlcache\Cache\data_1

PersonaName

$LogFile

User password
http://steamcommunity
.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID>

\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\config\loginus
ers.vdf

Nickname

\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\userdata\<loca
lIDnumber>\localconfig.vdf
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List of friends

Session cloning

has logged in

Lobby chat: (Type of

Messenger module: \Program

receiver) [ Nickname of
the sender] : message

Data\Nexon\Common\nmcogame.log

Remote connections: \Program
In-game chat: [Type of
receiver] Nickname of
the sender : message

Chat
information

Files(x86)\Steam\logs\remotecon
nections.txt

YouTube chat: [YOUTUBE]
Nickname of the sender :
message

YouTube Live
Streaming
traces

GameID

connect(‘live2’)

youtube

rtmp://a.rtmp.youtube
.com/live2

channel_id

Users\<user>\AppData\Google\Chr
ome\Default\ History

rtmp.youtube
releaseStream(‘<key>’
)
http://steamcommunity
.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID>

codec
steamGameID

\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\steamapps\CSNZ
\Bin\steam_appid.txt

User timestamps:
- Game
installed

SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Curr
entVersion\Unistalled\Steam App
<GameID>

- Last time
accessed

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Valve\Steam
\Apps\<GameID>
\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\config\loginus
ers.vdf

- Last time
played

History of the
game

http://steamcommunity
.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID>

volatility_2.6_win64_sta
ndalone.exe pslist -profile=<profile> —f
<memoryimage>

NTUSER.DAT\Software\Nexon\CStri
ke-Online
\Program
Files(x86)\Steam\userdata\<loca
lIDnumber>\localconfig.vdf
\Program Files
(x86)\Steam\logs\remote
connections.txt

http://steamcommunity
.com/profiles/<Steam
User ID>

Documents folder

From the table above, we can see that there are some evidences that proves that the user
was using the chatting feature of the game: messenger module logs or remote connections
logs (disk analysis) or chat messages sent/received (volatile memory analysis).
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5.2.

Tables of Results

The results obtained, with respect to each case, after applying the procedures developed
are summarized in the following tables. The table in the previous section shows the main
artifacts in a more general way; however, these tables show if specific data was found
while applying the procedures developed for each case:

Table 3. Case 1 Results

CASE 1
Disk
Network

CSNZ Game name

✔

Steam
Session
cloning

Volatile
memory

Steam &
CSNZ
dedicated
folders

Windows
registry

✔

✔

✔

✔

Windows system
files & folders**

CSNZ Game mode

✔

Game acronym

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

UserName Steam account
Steam User ID

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

NickName Steam account

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Password Steam account
Associated email in
Steam account

✔

✔

CSNZ username

✔

✔

CSNZ Game ID

✔

✔

Chat messages sent in
lobby

✔*

Chat messages received
in lobby

✔*

CSNZ Player 2

✔

Zombie in-game room
number

✔

CSNZ family members
(list of friends)

✔
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✔

✔

Chat messages sent in
Zombie game

✔*

Chat messages received
in Zombie game

✔*

Game execution logs (last
time accessed and last
played time)

✔

✔

Network Session IDs

✔

✔

Network connections

✔

User status
(online/offline)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

Table 4. Case 2 Results

CASE 2
Disk
Network

CSNZ Game name

✔

Steam
Session
cloning

Volatile
memory

Steam &
CSNZ
dedicated
folders

Windows
registry

✔

✔

✔

✔

Windows system
files & folders**

CSNZ Game mode

✔

Game acronym

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

UserName Steam account
Steam User ID

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

NickName Steam account

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Password Steam account
Associated email in
Steam account

✔

✔

CSNZ username

✔

✔

CSNZ Game ID

✔

✔

Google account email

✔
✔

Google account username

✔

Google account password
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✔

YouTube Live Streaming
main server URL

✔

✔

YouTube Live Streaming
encoder

✔

✔

YouTube Channel name
YouTube Live Streaming
key

✔
✔

✔

✔

YouTube Live Streaming
video

✔

YouTube Live Streaming
viewer

✔

Studio in-game room
number

✔

Password Studio room

✔

YouTube Live Streaming
chat messages sent

✔*

✔***

YouTube Live Streaming
chat messages received

✔*

✔***

CSNZ Player 2

✔

✔

✔

✔

Game execution logs (last
time accessed and last
played time)

✔

✔

Network Session IDs

✔

✔

Network connections

✔

✔

YouTube Live Streaming
execution logs

✔

User status
(online/offline)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

*Chats can only be obtained if the acquisition of volatile memory is done before the user logs out.
**The Windows files and folders considered are: Shortcuts, Prefetch, Jump Lists, LogFile, MFT,
Thumbnails, Recent files, Google Chrome Default folder (Cookies, Cache, History and Login Data
files).
***Chats can only be obtained if the video is still uploaded to YouTube (the user didn’t delete it
manually) or if the user didn’t disable the option of saving the video in the system.
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5.3.

Evidences

As we mentioned in previous chapters, we followed the McKemmish forensic framework
[42]. In order to assure the integrity of the evidences, we made copies of all of them.
Those copies are the ones which were analyzed.
As we want to make a research in the most realistic way possible, we provide in the
following table the hashes of all the evidences taken:
Table 5. Evidences

Case name

MD5 hash

Description

Case1.pcap

ec451d2fb12890c4b6cea7dbf3992233

Network capture Case 1

Case1-1.mem

257249692e38dd3d0b52a774beb2f00e

Memory dump Case 1 before
the user logs out

Case1-2.mem

1d5b55b11bd250603d4a0742e32cda07

Memory dump Case 1 before
the user logs out

Case1.e01

40750e123186f1a8b7bcfaa7aded7b1d

Disk copy of Case 1

Case2.pcap

dc56888f8ba320bdbfbc3b9a8ea624e0

Network capture Case 2

Case2-1.mem

59d7d18a8b472113c96c335a85aab2d7

Memory dump Case 2 before
the user logs out

Case2-2.mem

bf41cce069f78cda38247ac0ec9a1d8d

Memory dump Case 2 before
the user logs out

Case2.e01

ea2d48011ae501968683727b4bf4269b

Disk copy of Case 2
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6.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we performed an in-depth forensic analysis of Counter Strike Nexon
Zombies video-game, more precisely about the online chatting features that this game
provides. This game is one of the most played nowadays [1] and allows users to play
cooperatively or to fight between them with the possibility to communicate while playing
with text or audio messages; but also, players can chat without being in an in-game round.
Messaging features offered in online gaming is being used lately for criminal purposes:
money laundering, hidden channel communication for terrorists, etc. Additionally, a great
number of players are making money thanks to YouTube Live Streaming, by recording
themselves while playing a video-game and interacting at the same time with their
viewers with the live chat.
For all the reasons explained above, the methodology that we have developed about a
current game serves as a guideline to a need from the forensic community to this new
form of communication and interaction between criminals. This game allows multiple
ways of messaging (chatting inside/outside the game and live chat when doing YouTube
Live Streaming). We provided a full analysis of the game from a network, volatile
memory and hard disk perspective so that forensic experts can use it when facing a real
case with this game installed in the system (or a similar one).
This game runs under Steam platform, which supplies the biggest quantity of videogames in the market [7]. Therefore, for executing the game, we need to login with Steam
first. When doing the previous analysis, we dealt with some features of Steam that led us
to a vulnerability finding (session hijacking) that was reported to the developers as soon
as it was found and that we were allowed to explain in this thesis.
We managed to overcome the encryption issues of the network data by performing session
cloning. We were able to find information about the user such as username, passwords
and chat messages from the volatile analysis; session IDs and user ID from the network
examination; connections time-stamps, user and chat information, logs and the video of
the YouTube Live Streaming performed from the disk analysis. All this information was
validated through two well-stated case scenarios that cover all the main issues with
respect to communication: chatting inside and outside an in-game round and also through
YouTube Live chat. Consequently, these cases reflect how the game can be used for
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communication in real life. Therefore, as a conclusion, we can state that our methodology
will help the forensic community when dealing with the new threat of online-gaming
communication, from all the forensic angles: network analysis, live acquisition and postmortem acquisition.
Regarding the Future Work, some video-games offer server hosting features, that were
not contemplated in this thesis as the game always runs under official servers; so, it is
also a characteristic to be considered by the forensic community in coming academic
studies.
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Appendix 2 – Game Screenshots Case 2
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Appendix 3 – Live acquisition with FTK Imager
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Appendix 4 – Physical disk acquisition with FTK Imager
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